ClearSpan Monoslope Building creates an ideal environment for cattle, maximizing business potential.

The ClearSpan Monoslope Building is a new take on an agricultural classic. The Monoslope utilizes new features to create an environment that cattle can thrive in, leading to higher gains and profits. With ample space for housing, feeding, manure management and more, the Monoslope Building can optimize any operation.

The ClearSpan Monoslope Building Advantage:

- **Promotes optimal temperatures year-round** - When taller side is south facing, the design naturally provides cooling shade in the summer and warmth in the winter.
- **Solid or slotted floor options** - Slotted floors feature a manure pit. Solid floor buildings have additional 20'L for manure management.
- **Enjoyable working environment** - 30’ of length provided for added workspace.
- **Spacious Interior** - Operate vehicles and machinery, and easily move livestock within the structure. Features an open front wall and adjustable back wall curtain that protects livestock.
- **Durable construction** - Built with USA-made, triple-galvanized structural steel that is covered by metal roofing and siding.
- **Industry-leading warranties** - 50 years on the frame and 25 years on the metal cover.
Since 1979, ClearSpan has offered cost-effective, versatile and energy-efficient building solutions. We provide in-house design, manufacturing and construction, and pride ourselves on offering superior customer service. Our experienced truss arch specialists are highly trained to help you determine the best structure and setup for your needs. With stock, turnkey and design-build solutions, there is a ClearSpan fabric structure for everybody.

“Even in weather extremes, the building is still great to work in, making it easier to face chores when weather conditions are unfavorable. The animals always appear comfortable.”
- Mike Gregoricka, Tallgrass Farms, Springville, Iowa

“We can fence part of the building off and use it for storage for everything from equipment to hay. We also use it for composting, and the cows seem to really be enjoying themselves, even when it’s hot and humid.”
- Daniel Gish, Burnt Chimney Dairy, Burnt Chimney, Va.

“The natural light, large open space and good ventilation were the three features we like about the building.”
- Tom Gildersleeve, Circle W Farms, Lancaster, Wis.